Thoughts?

Examples in class are good.
WebAssign are helpful but it took me two assignments to get that you could submit answers multiple times.

Good sensible relationship between test problems and examples.

Woo!

Thoughts?

very well taught!
we go at a good pace and you are very thorough which is GREAT.

Thoughts?

I like that the class is small. WebAssign is good for forcing me to do homework.
I don't really have improvement thoughts. I am learning more and enjoying this class a lot more than I thought I would for a freshman mathematics
Thoughts?

You are awesome and your shoes are super cute =]

prosie - AHA - Jamal
\[ \tan(\text{Janal}) \over \sin^2(\text{Wade}) \]

Thoughts?

- Today's lecture was great.
  - Good pacing & great explanations
  - Made for an excellent intro to S&S

- WebAssign - Thanks for the recent break in assignments, but...
  - Although the questions are certainly challenging enough, could we have less problems per assignment?

- Keep an eye on the clock more?
  - I feel like we often run out of time during end of class.

Thoughts?

I really enjoy the class. You are awesome! The only thing that I'd prefer is a deeper review for the exam. I had no trouble with the homework, but I did struggle with the exam. I think I need to work harder though. Also, food on Friday's would be cool! You are great!

-Travis

Excellent class! (fun, challenging, all that jazz)

Webassign's can be challenging though, as some of the problems are much harder than the problems we do in class. If changing anything, please cover these harder problems in class!
I like how you teach and I understand everything in class. It is hard to do the problems on my own because I find it difficult to know where to start.

Sometimes the webassign questions are unrealistically tedious compared to test/homework questions.

I really enjoy your teaching style, I believe you explain thoroughly and I love that you make sure everyone understands.

Good atmosphere in class as no one feels stupid asking questions.

I really have no complaints.

- Good pace
- Good explanations
- Good examples
- Test was reflection of what was taught.

Good job

I never look at the clock during class bc you are so engaging!

Webassign sometimes does not match what we do in class. On the stuff we cannot get to in class, make sure there is a "Watch It" or "Mask-It." But even that is only a minor complaint.
Awesome class.
I enjoy it.

Thoughts?

Thoughts?

Good pace!
Learning a lot!

Maybe less WebAssigns? Not sure if it would be beneficial.

Overall I'd say I like this course and how it's going.

Thoughts?

I like the class a lot.
Sometimes it is slow but overall I love it.

Thoughts?

- pacing of class is a lot better than the beginning of the year, easy to follow along
- would be helpful if we could discuss problem sets more
- TA sessions aren't helpful because they are more concerned with the larger Calc 2 course

😊
Thoughts?

I really like this class!
I think your teaching style is great (except sometimes a bit slow), but overall great job! The workload is just right and the webassigns are challenging, but at the same time they allow you to submit answers more than once which is helpful.

Thank you for always being so available and helpful!

Thoughts?

I am enjoying the slower pace, thank you - it is perfect now and thank you for extra time on the test.

-If it is not too difficult I need extra practice, if it is possible could you recommend book problems or optional webassign for us in addition to the normal webassign.

Thoughts?

I hate webassign. Webassign hates me.

Office hour really helps. I will start using it more.

Great job so far!

Thoughts?

It's a very good class
Taught well
A bit too slow, as in how examples always get worked through every step even if we did it a lot already
I enjoy the class a lot
Thoughts?

I enjoy the class. It feels very casual, but yes we are learning lots of material. I think we are moving at a good pace and the workload is reasonable.

Thoughts?

- fun, clear, helpful.
- WebAssign sometimes much harder than PSS...